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ABSTRACT
NGC 3115 is known as the low-luminosity active galactic nucleus which hosts the near-
est (z∼ 0.002) billion solar mass supermassive black hole (∼ 1.5×109 M). Its Bondi
radius rB (∼ 3.′′6) can be readily resolved with Chandra, which offers us an excellent
opportunity to investigate the accretion flow onto a supermassive black hole. In this
paper, we perform two-dimensional hydrodynamical numerical simulations, tailored
for NGC 3115, on the mass flow across the Bondi radius. Our best fittings for the den-
sity and temperature agree well with the observations of the hot interstellar medium
in the centre of NGC 3115. We find that the flow properties are solely determined by
the local galaxy properties in the galaxy centre: (1) stellar winds (including supernova
ejecta) supply the mass and energy sources for the accreting gas; (2) similar to the
one-dimensional calculations, a stagnation radius rst ∼ 0.1 rB is also found in the two-
dimensional simulations, which divides the mass flow into an inflow-outflow structure;
(3) the radiatively inefficient accretion flow theory applies well inside the stagnation
radius, where the gravity is dominated by the supermassive black hole and the gas is
supported by rotation; (4) beyond the stagnation radius, the stellar gravity dominates
the spherical-like fluid dynamics and causes the transition from a steep density profile
outside to a flat density profile inside the Bondi radius.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – black hole physics – galaxies: individual
(NGC 3115) – galaxies: nuclei – stars: winds, outflows
1 INTRODUCTION
It has reached an agreement that in the centre of every mas-
sive galaxy with a bulge harbours a supermassive black hole
(BH) (Kormendy & Ho 2013). Most of the BHs are not active
with median Eddington ratio Lbol/LEdd ∼ 10−5 (Ho 2009).
The observed short active galactic nuclei (AGN) duty cy-
cle (Schawinski et al. 2015) can be readily explained by the
suppression of large scale feedback caused by the AGN ac-
tivities, leaving the galaxies low-luminosity for most time of
their lives (Novak et al. 2011; Yuan et al. 2018).
Basically, LLAGNs are fed via two patterns. One is
inflow from the gas travelling over galactic scales, which
dominates in the galaxies abundant with gas such as spiral
galaxies. The other is accretion through the stellar winds
from nearby nuclear star clusters, which plays an impor-
tant role in elliptical galaxies. In the latter case, collisions
of ejected stellar winds in the feeding region around the
Bondi radius produce hot gas with the temperature up to
? E-mail: z.gan@columbia.edu
107 K. Interactions with interstellar medium (ISM) do not
cool down the gas, which will maintain the virial tempera-
ture Tv ∼ 0.3− 1 keV and radiate mostly in X-rays, leading
to the following X-ray observations of Chandra.
Nowadays, the exceptional X-ray spatial resolution of
the Chandra satellite allows for the study in detail of the
gas flow within the Bondi radius in several nearby galax-
ies such as M31, M87, the Milky Way, and NGC 3115. The
Bondi radius rB = 2GMBH/cs,∞, where cs,∞ is the adiabatic
sound speed at infinity, is a characteristic radius to quantify
the gravitational influence of the BH (Bondi 1952). Thus
it is critical to resolve the Bondi radius so that the accre-
tion flow could be observed in spite of the strong assump-
tions in the Bondi accretion theory. In this paper we fo-
cus on NGC 3115, which has an accumulated exposure of
1 Ms during the year 2012 with Chandra (Wong et al. 2014).
NGC 3115 is an S0 lenticular galaxy, hosting the closest bil-
lion solar mass supermassive BH (Kormendy & Richstone
1992; Kormendy et al. 1996; Emsellem et al. 1999) at a dis-
tance of about d = 9.7 Mpc (Tonry et al. 2001). The low
temperature (∼ 0.3 keV) of the ambient gas implies a Bondi
c© 2018 The Authors
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radius rB = 2.′′4−4.′′8 that can be resolved readily with Chan-
dra. The AGN is only recently found in NGC 3115 owing to
radio observations (Wrobel & Nyland 2012). Deep studies
of the centre reveal a very underluminous active galactic
nucleus (with an upper limit of the Eddington ratio to be
LX,AGN/LEdd < 3.5×10−10(109M/MBH) immersed in an old
massive nuclear star cluster (Kormendy & Richstone 1992;
Kormendy et al. 1996; Emsellem et al. 1999) , which is prob-
ably the feeding source of the AGN.
Concerning the feeding process by nuclear star clusters,
Sgr A* is a well investigated source due to its closest dis-
tance. Both simple one-dimensional calculations (Quataert
2004; Shcherbakov & Baganoff 2010) and three-dimensional
numerical simulations (Cuadra et al. 2008; Ressler et al.
2018) have shown that the observed stars could supply more
than enough mass to explain the observed accretion rate
and X-ray emissions. However, restricted to the resolution of
Chandra, we can not obtain the spatially resolved spectrum
thus the radial profile of density or temperature across the
Bondi radius for Sgr A*. With the X-ray luminosity alone,
models are barely limited. NGC 3115, one of very few sources
with spatially resolved spectrum in the centre, provides us
an excellent opportunity to investigate the supermassive BH
feeding process. In particular, its density profile within the
Bondi radius suggested by Chandra deviates from that pre-
dicted by the simulations.
The radial profiles of mass accretion rate and density of
the hot gas in LLAGNs have been explored extensively by
numerical simulations in the recent few years. The motiva-
tion is relevant to the fundamental physics behind this radia-
tively inefficient accretion flow (RIAF), which is found to be
closely linked with LLAGNs (Narayan & Yi 1995; Narayan
et al. 1995) after the rediscovery of the self-similar solution
for the advection-dominated accretion flow (Narayan & YI
1994). Subsequently with detailed study of its properties,
RIAF models become established in the accretion litera-
ture. The leading model suggests that the mass accretion
rate is a constant over the radius and the density profile fol-
lows ρ ∝ r−p with p = 1.5 (Narayan & YI 1994). Stone et al.
(1999), however, perform two-dimensional hydrodynamical
simulations for the accretion of a rotating torus by adopt-
ing the“α”description to transfer angular momentum. They
find the mass accretion rate in the disk decreases with de-
creasing radius, and only the net accretion rate is constant
over the radius just by being in a steady state. Correspond-
ingly the density profile becomes flatter with p< 1.5. Their
results have been confirmed to be universal later by many
numerical works with various setups (see Yuan et al. 2012a;
and references therein). In order to explain this phenomenon
of varying mass accretion rate, two competing models have
been proposed: the ADIOS model (Blandford & Begelman
1999) and the convection-dominated accretion flow (CDAF)
model (Narayan et al. 2000; Quataert & Gruzinov 2000; see
also the magnetically frustrated convection by Pen et al.
2003; Pang et al. 2011), which respectively emphasise the
roles of two distinct processes in the RIAF: outflows and
convection. Yuan et al. (2012b), for the first time, show the
existence of a global outflow by conducting and analysing
the simulations with/without magnetic field. This is also
suggested by observations (Wang et al. 2013; Cheung et al.
2016; Ma et al. 2019), which highlight the presence of cen-
trally driven winds in a large number of LLAGNs, particu-
larly in our Milky Way. Moreover, the wind properties, such
as mass flux and velocity, can be determined by theoretical
studies (Yuan et al. 2015; Bu & Mosallanezhad 2018), and
are proved to be important for the AGN feedback (Ostriker
et al. 2010; Weinberger et al. 2017; Yuan et al. 2018; Bu &
Yang 2019).
Therefore, the profiles of radial mass accretion rate and
density gain attentions of theorists in the recent few years,
and Yuan et al. (2012a) have provided a thorough discus-
sion on this topic. Briefly speaking, almost all of the hot ac-
cretion flow simulations give radial density profiles ρ ∝ r−p
with 0.5 < p< 1. The results depend weakly on the viscosity
(Bu et al. 2013) and magnetic field (Yuan et al. 2012b). In-
ayoshi et al. (2018) perform simulations on the accretion flow
around the Bondi radius, and they also find the density slope
p< 1 across the Bondi radius regardless of viscosity and the
angular momentum of the gas. NGC 3115, however, suggests
a steeper radial density profile with p∼ 1 around the Bondi
radius. Furthermore, two more nearby sources Sgr A* and
M 87 suggest p∼ 1 in their central regions as well (Gillessen
et al. 2019; Russell et al. 2015; 2018). If the RIAF does ex-
ist inside the Bondi radius of these sources, something must
miss in the simulations.
On the other hand, if the angular momentum of the
gas is low, the density profile should return to the canonical
Bondi solution. Yet its density profile strongly deviates from
the observations (Wong et al. 2014; Figure 8). All these evi-
dence suggests that stars might play a significant role in the
accretion process, given the enclosed stellar mass approaches
the BH mass around the Bondi radius. In other words, the
gravitational potential contributed by stars as well as the
stellar winds and supernovae as mass and energy sources
might be important. Indeed, by considering the existence
of stars, Shcherbakov et al. (2014) perform one-dimensional
calculations on the case of NGC 3115 and can roughly fit the
data. However, their models still have a variety of limitations
owing to one-dimension as they have already pointed out at
the end of their paper. First, they treat angular momentum
transport as a posteriori without calculating explicitly. In
fact, observations suggest that the rotational velocity of the
stars at large radii can reach 0.8 times Keplerian velocity
(Kormendy & Richstone 1992), indicating the large angular
momentum of the hot gas ejected by the stars there. Hence
the realistic gas flow may differ from one-dimensional cal-
culations. Second, the gas flow in one-dimensional solutions
is either inflow or outflow radially. With the polar direc-
tion in two-dimensional simulations, more complex patterns
may occur, e.g., inflows around the equatorial plane and
outflows along the polar axis. This pattern is more realistic
and thus important for studying the accretion process in de-
tail. Considering these reasons, we perform two-dimensional
simulations with similar physics, attempting to form a more
realistic picture and find out the role each physical process
plays in the accretion episode, in particular on the radial
density profile.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we first quantify properties of the nuclear star cluster in
NGC 3115 and explore the physical processes in the hot gas
flow. Then we introduce the hydrodynamical equations with
the initial and boundary conditions. In Section 3, we present
our best-fitting results compared with the observations and
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explore each physical process in our model. In Section 4, we
summarise our results.
2 NUMERICAL METHODS
In this section, we present the framework of the model. Since
the simulation region is around the Bondi radius, stellar
gravitational potential can not be neglected. In fact, the
gravitational contribution from stellar mass is roughly com-
parable to that from the supermassive BH at the Bondi ra-
dius. Stellar winds produced by the stars during the asymp-
totic giant branch (AGB) phase are the only mass source
of accretion, yet they are sufficient to explain the X-ray
flux of the observations. At the end of the stellar evolution,
stars inject most of their mass and energy back to the ISM
as supernova feedback. Type Ia supernovae occur more fre-
quently than other kinds in the nucleus of S0 galaxies (like
NGC 3115) due to the large stellar population age. Apart
from the stellar physics, cooling is considered in the sim-
ulations motivated by the drop of fitting temperature with
decreasing radius in Wong et al. (2014) if using a single tem-
perature model. Moreover, thermal conduction is also incor-
porated since it should play an important role in collisionless
plasma such as the RIAF with low accretion rate (Johnson
& Quataert 2007). Shcherbakov et al. (2014) highlights its
effect but we think it is overestimated as discussed below.
The details of our physics are given as follows.
2.1 Properties of the Nuclear Star Cluster
Nuclear star clusters are ubiquitous in galaxies with central
supermassive BHs. Due to the close distance to the centre,
they have great effects on the BH feeding naturally. There-
fore, the properties of the nuclear star clusters, such as the
stellar mass and gas injection with mass, energy, and angular
momentum are required to be investigated at the beginning.
Fortunately, the NGC 3115 nuclear star cluster was exten-
sively observed in the optical band in search of a supermas-
sive BH with both ground-based instruments (Kormendy &
Richstone 1992) and the Hubble Space Telescope (Kormendy
et al. 1996; Emsellem et al. 1999). Readers are also referred
to Shcherbakov et al. (2014) for detailed descriptions of the
nuclear star cluster of NGC 3115.
2.1.1 Enclosed Mass
The radial profile of the enclosed stellar mass is able to be
inferred from surface brightness profile (Kormendy & Rich-
stone 1992) by adopting the assumption of a constant mass-
to-light ratio ϒ∗ = M∗/LV = 4.0 (in solar unit) ratio at any
radius. The mass-to-light ratio ϒ∗ is derived from the ratio
of the integrated mass to the luminosity interior to a radius
r as a function of r, which is almost constant outside the
Bondi radius (Kormendy & Richstone 1992). The derived
enclosed stellar mass is comparable to the BH mass at the
Bondi radius.
2.1.2 Mass Injection
It is commonly believed that in the nucleus of the early-
type galaxy with low mass accretion rate, like NGC 3115,
stellar winds play a dominant role in the accretion process.
The one-dimensional study has already shown that stellar
winds supply more than enough mass to explain the emis-
sions (Shcherbakov et al. 2014). Moreover, compared with
Sgr A* where only 30 or so Wolf-Rayet stars contribute sub-
stantially (Paumard et al. 2006), two orders of magnitude
more massive stars exist in the central parsec of NGC 3115,
which is derived from the enclosed stellar mass assuming
Kroupa initial mass function (Kroupa 2001). Therefore, we
assume stellar winds to be the only mass source in the model.
Its mass loss rate is quantified to be proportional to the
stellar mass and to the stellar luminosity (Ciotti et al. 1991;
Jungwiert et al. 2001; Athey et al. 2002). Either is equivalent
on account of the assumption of a constant ratio of stellar
mass to luminosity. Here we adopt the correlation with the
V -band luminosity
M˙∗ ≈ 3×10−11
(
LV
L,V
)
Myr−1 = 3×10−11ϒ−1∗ M∗yr−1 (1)
for an old stellar population (Faber & Gallagher 1976;
Padovani & Matteucci 1993). We normalise this mass loss
rate by a radius-independent parameter fq on account of the
uncertainties in estimating the mass loss rate.
2.1.3 Energy Injection
The energy injection in our model is twofold: stellar winds
and Type Ia supernova feedback. Although the wind char-
acteristic velocity is under 50 km s−1(Knapp et al. 1982;
Marengo 2009; Libert et al. 2010; Leitner & Kravtsov 2011)
for AGB stars that contribute stellar winds most in old
star clusters, the wind velocity with respect to the ISM
can be much higher since the mass-shedding stars in the
NGC 3115 nucleus could be of the velocity dispersion around
300 km s−1 in a combined gravitational field of the supermas-
sive BH and the enclosed stellar mass. Therefore, we ignore
the wind characteristic velocity and arrive at the wind ve-
locity due to the motion of stars
vw,st =
√
G(Menc +MBH)/r. (2)
This velocity is consistent with the measurements of dis-
persive velocity in the observations (Kormendy & Richstone
1992).
Type Ia supernovae should contribute to the total en-
ergy injection as well. Shcherbakov et al. (2014) estimate the
specific energy injection rate by supernovae and find it larger
than by stellar winds with a typical velocity ∼ 300 km s−1.
Following their assumption of effective supernova wind ve-
locity, we adopt the equivalent velocity vw,sn that the wind
has if its energy equals that injected by supernovae. The
total energy injection from stellar winds and Type Ia super-
novae is thus described by
vw =
√
v2w,st + v
2
w,SN. (3)
2.1.4 Angular Momentum Injection
Based on the observations(Kormendy & Richstone 1992),
the NGC 3115 nuclear star cluster possesses a non-zero mean
rotation. The rotational profile can be described as:
vφ = 257
( w
20′′
)0.287
km s−1, (4)
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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where w = r sinθ is the cylindrical radius. The rotational
velocity can be as high as 0.8 times Keplerian velocity at
the outer boundary of our simulation region, yet quickly
approaches zero at a small w.
2.2 Physical Effects on the Gas Flow
2.2.1 Gravitational Pull by the Enclosed Stellar Mass
According to observations, the mass of central supermas-
sive BH lies in the range (1−2)×109 M (Kormendy et al.
1996; Wong et al. 2011; 2014). In our simulations we choose
MBH = 1.5× 109 M. The Bondi radius can be estimated
by rB ≡ 2GMBH/c2s,∞ = 168 pc = 3.′′6 (the sound speed is
cs,∞ ' 275 km/s). Even though this giant monster has a cru-
cial influence on its neighbours, the gravity of the enclosed
stellar mass, however, is comparable to that of the super-
massive BH at the Bondi radius, indicating the significance
of the gravitational pull by the stars. The total gravitational
potential can be written as
ψ =−G(Menc +MBH)
r
. (5)
2.2.2 Radiative Cooling
Chandra observes a temperature drop inside the Bondi ra-
dius, suggesting a crucial role of cooling in the accretion pro-
cess. We employ the CIE cooling curve from Sutherland &
Dopita (1993) by ignoring the effects of clumping and spa-
tial inhomogeneity and assume a metallicity of Z/Z = 1.
The cooling power per unit volume reads
C = neniΛ(T,Z). (6)
2.2.3 Thermal Conduction
Conduction and convection are of capacity to transfer en-
ergy from the inner flow to the outer flow. Convection ap-
pears to be important in collisional flows (Narayan et al.
2000; Quataert & Gruzinov 2000) while conduction begins
to dominate in collisionless flows (Shcherbakov & Baganoff
2010). The key physical quantity is the mean free path
λ ≈ 0.23( T
107 K
)2(
ne
1 cm−3
)−1 pc. (7)
Wong et al. (2014) provides the profiles of temperature and
density of the ISM in the nuclear region of NGC 3115 by
fitting observational data, from which the mean free path
can be calculated and the flow is marginally collisional in
this region. Following Shcherbakov et al. (2014), we adopt
the unsaturated conduction with the heat flux
Qcond =−κ∇Te, (8)
where the thermal conductivity κ satisfies (Cowie & McKee
1977)
κ = 1.31nekλ (kTe/me)1/2. (9)
Since λ/r varies between 0.005−0.03 in the region with ob-
servational data (0.′′5−17′′), we choose λ = 0.01/1.31 r across
the simulation region and arrive at
κ = 0.01nekr(kTe/me)1/2. (10)
Note that the conductivity is approximately an order of mag-
nitude smaller than that in Shcherbakov et al. (2014), since
they use 0.1 instead of 0.01 in Equation (10) without giving
specific explanations.
2.3 Hydrodynamics
2.3.1 Equations
We solve the following time–dependent Eulerian equations
of hydrodynamics with stellar source terms, thermal con-
duction and radiative cooling:
∂ρ
∂ t
+∇ · (ρv) = fqρ˙∗,
∂ρv
∂ t
+∇ · (ρvv+PI) =−ρ∇ψ + fqρ˙∗v∗+∇ ·T,
∂E
∂ t
+∇ · ((E +P)v) =−C −∇ ·Qcond
+
1
2
fqρ˙∗
(
v2w +v
2∗
)
+T2/µ,
(11)
where ρ and P are the gas density and pressure, respec-
tively. E = 1/2ρv2 +P/(γ − 1) is the total energy per unit
volume, and γ = 1.5 is the adiabatic index of the gas. We
choose γ < 5/3, otherwise the sonic point for the initial Bondi
flow would be smaller than the inner boundary, thus produc-
ing spurious reflection of waves on the inner boundary due
to subsonic flow (Givoli 1991). We have verified the exact
value of γ do not affect our main results. ψ is the gravita-
tional potential of the stars and the central supermassive
BH. The self-gravity of the accretion flow is neglected. ρ˙∗ is
the stellar mass loss rate M˙∗ (Equation (1)) per unit volume
and satisfies dM˙∗/dr = 4pir2ρ˙∗. v∗ is the velocity of the mass
source with only a non-zero azimuthal component vφ (Equa-
tion (4)). Apart from the rotational velocity vφ , stellar winds
possess dispersive velocity vw as well. The wind velocity vw
is a combination of the dispersive velocity from stars vw,st
and the supernova effective velocity vw,sn as given in Equa-
tion (3). The rotational velocity is significant in terms of the
energy and momentum at large radii while the dispersive ve-
locity contributes to the energy at small radii. C and Qcond
represent cooling and thermal conduction, respectively.
Considering the lack of magnetic field in our simula-
tions, we employ the “α−viscosity” scheme to transfer angu-
lar momentum. Here, T is anomalous stress tensor. Following
Stone et al. (1999), we assume only azimuthal components
of the stress are non-zero:
Trφ = µr
∂
∂ r
(vφ
r
)
, (12)
Tθφ =
µ sinθ
r
∂
∂θ
( vφ
sinθ
)
. (13)
The viscosity coefficient µ = νρ determines the magnitude
of the stress and ν is kinematic viscosity. We adopt the form
ν = α
√
GMBHr (Stone et al. (1999), their model K) and α =
0.01.
2.3.2 Initial Setup and Boundary Conditions
We use the Bondi solution as the initial condition, which has
a temperature of 0.3 keV and extremely low density at “in-
finity”. We also test the uniform initial condition, and find
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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no difference to our results. This is because the injection
timescale is an order of magnitude smaller than the evolu-
tionary time as shown in Figure 1. The evolutionary time is
chosen to allow the gas at the outermost radius with the cir-
cularisation radius rcir,out = routvφ (rout)/vK(rcir,out)∼ 6.′′7 flow-
ing into the centre, which is rcir,out/αvK(rcir,out) ∼ 200 Myr,
if the RIAF theory applies in the simulation region. We
perform two-dimensional hydrodynamics simulations with
ZEUS-MP/2 (Hayes et al. 2006) in spherical coordinates (r,
θ , φ), i.e., all quantities are assumed to be axisymmetric
with 90× 30× 1 grid cells. We perform a simulation test
with higher resolution of 240× 84× 1 for our best fitting
model and the results remain unchanged. The simulation
domain extends from rmin = 0.′′004 (∼ 10−3 rB) to rmax = 17′′
(∼ 5 rB) with θ from 0.1 to 3.04, φ from 0 to 2pi. The inner
boundary is chosen to be smaller than the sonic radius for
the initial Bondi solution to limit the spurious reflection of
waves on the inner boundary due to subsonic flow (Givoli
1991), while the outermost grid radius is limited by the spa-
tial range of observations on the enclosed stellar mass in
Kormendy & Richstone (1992). We carve the polar region
from the simulations to avoid the singularity at the pole. A
logarithmic mesh is adopted in the radial direction to gain
high resolution in the inner computational region, while in
the polar direction the mesh is divided homogeneously. We
use the standard “outflow boundary condition” in the ZEUS
code both on the inner/outer radial boundary and the polar
boundary (see Stone & Norman (1992) for more details).
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we first discuss the timescales of each physi-
cal process to form an instructive picture and then introduce
our simulation results in detail. Next, we compare our results
with observations and find a remarkable consistency. To ex-
plore the roles of various physical processes on the density
profile, we include single physics in turn in order to study its
effect. Finally, we compare our two-dimensional simulation
results with one-dimensional calculations.
3.1 Timescales of physical processes
It is worthwhile to begin our work with timescales since
they are instructive and intuitive. Here we discuss several
timescales corresponding to the physical processes included
in our simulations, such as radiative cooling, unsaturated
thermal conduction, mass and energy injection from stellar
wind and supernovae. The cooling timescale is described by
τcool =
E
C
=
E
neniΛ(T,Z)
, (14)
and the conductive timescale is given by
τcond =
E
∇ ·Qcond
. (15)
The mass injection timescale by stellar mass is
τinj =
ρ
fqρ˙∗
, (16)
10 1 100 101
r (arcsec)
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inj
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cond
Figure 1. Timescales as functions of the radius: the free-
fall timescale τff (black line), the mass injection timescale τinj
(blue line), the supernova timescale τsn (brown line), the viscous
timescale τvis (green line), the cooling timescale τcool (golden line),
and the conductive timescale τcond (red line). These timescales are
averaged over the whole angles and time between 190-200 Myr.
and the energy injection timescale by supernovae follows
τsn =
2E
fqρ˙∗v2w,sn
. (17)
Finally, we also show the free-fall timescale and viscous
timescale for comparison
τff =
√
2r3
GMBH
, (18)
τvis =
r2
ν
=
r2
α
√
GMBHr
. (19)
Here all these timescales are averaged over angles. The
radial-dependent and time-averaged timescales between 190-
200 Myr are shown in Figure 1 with fq = 0.02 and vw,sn =
350 km s−1, which are the parameters giving the best density
and temperature fittings to the observations.
In this figure , we can see that the cooling timescale
shown as a golden line is over 100 times larger than the free-
fall timescale and 10 times larger than the viscous timescale
at almost any radius, indicating the inefficient cooling for
the growth of thermal instability (Sharma et al. 2012; Gas-
pari et al. 2013). Meanwhile, the conductive timescale rep-
resented by a red line is generally smaller than the cooling
timescale, suppressing the growth of instability in the lo-
cal regions. In particular, the conductive timescale suddenly
drops drastically inside 1′′, because the unsaturated con-
ductive heat flux is extremely sensitive to the temperature
(∝ T 7/2, Spitzer (1962)). Yet according to the argument in
Cowie & McKee (1977), this is unphysical since the mean
free path λ is larger or comparable to the temperature scale
height T/ |∇T | when r . 0.′′01, in the case of which the satu-
rated conductive heat flux should be adopted instead. Con-
sidering the uncertainties of thermal conduction caused by
magnetic field, two-temperature plasmas, and vertical tem-
perature gradient, we still use the unsaturated form of the
thermal conductivity in this region for simplicity, but we
claim that our primary conclusions of this paper are not
influenced by this strong conduction at small radii. The in-
jection timescale denoted by a blue line is lower than evo-
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Figure 2. Pseudocolors of temperature and density in the inner region with velocity over-plotted at 200 Myr. The right panel is a
zoom-in plot of the central region marked by green dashed line in the left panel.
lutionary time across the whole radius, suggesting the weak
dependence on the initial condition of the gas properties.
The supernova timescale shown as a brown line is almost
constant with radius. Since other timescales become larger
with increasing radius, the supernova feedback should play
a more important role at large radii.
3.2 Simulation results
Before fitting our simulation data to the observations, we
present a visual impression of our simulations. Figure 2
shows the density and temperature pseudocolors with ve-
locity over-plotted at 200 Myr. The right panel is a zoom-in
plot of the central region marked by green dashed line in the
left panel. The flow has entered into the steady state, which
is judged by two criteria: the mass accretion rate at the inner
boundary reaches constant over time and the net mass ac-
cretion rate does not vary with radius. Overall, the density
and temperature are fairly smooth and spherically symmet-
ric, except in the innermost region as shown in the top two
panels of Figure 3. Lines at large radii are multiplied a given
number for the convenience of comparison. At r = 0.′′01 the
gas density in the equatorial plane is an order of magnitude
higher than that at the poles, and the scale height (charac-
terised by the density decreasing by a factor of e) is ∼ 0.′′017.
Hence the opening angle of this thick disk is ∼ 120◦. The dif-
ference of temperature is smaller than that of density, and
there is no symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane.
At the first 1 Myr the system is fairly symmetric with the
outflow propagates along the midplane. But soon the out-
flow turns over in the central region due to some asymmetric,
unstable modes that breaks the symmetry. Above the mid-
plane the gas in the polar region flows in directly, bringing
the low-temperature gas outside into the central region and
causing the lower temperature. The high velocity of inflow
also decreases the density. Below the midplane the flow in
the polar region is divided into two parts: inside 0.1′′the gas
flows inward due to strong BH gravity; outside 0.1′′the gas
is mixed with the outflow as it becomes much stronger and
the opening angle of the outflow also increases. In the case
without thermal conduction, this asymmetry fluctuates and
almost disappears if we do the time average. With conduc-
tion, however, this asymmetry persists in time as the simu-
lation enters the steady state due to the suppression of the
random turbulence.
In terms of the gas kinematics, the angular profile of
radial velocity in the third row of Figure 3 indicates the ac-
cretion flow in the central polar regions. This can be seen
directly in the right panel of Figure 2. The reason is relevant
to the low angular momentum of the stellar winds in the po-
lar region with small cylindrical radii, which is confirmed by
the bottom panel of Figure 3 that shows the angular profile
of rotational velocity. Without centrifugal force to balance
the gravity, gas is accreted directly at the poles. This “fun-
nel”accretion scenario is also found in other simulations with
spherical-like distribution of rotationally accreting material
(Proga & Begelman 2003; Ressler et al. 2018). Note that
they do not include viscosity in their simulations, indicating
that this accretion pattern is not concerned with viscosity.
Figure 4 shows the angular profile of mass accretion rate at
the inner boundary at 200 Myr. It is interesting to find that
the mass accretion rate is dominated by the accretion at the
surface of the thick disk given the opening angle of the disk
∼ 120◦. Although the velocity of the accreting gas is quite
high near the pole, its low density restricts the mass ac-
cretion rate. Within the disk, the gas flows outward driven
primarily by azimuthal stresses associated with the shear
viscosity (Li et al. 2013).
The angle-averaged radial velocity profile shows a simi-
lar inflow-outflow structure to the one-dimensional calcula-
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Figure 3. Angular profiles of the density (the top panel), tem-
perature (the second panel), radial velocity (the third panel), and
rotational velocity (the bottom panel) at 200 Myr and radial po-
sitions of r = 0.′′01 (solid line), r = 0.′′1 (dashed line), and r = 1′′
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convenience of comparison.
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Figure 4. Angular profiles of the mass accretion rate. The polar
angles are divided by 30 bins, and the mass accretion rate is
calculated through each bin at the inner boundary at 200 Myr.
As shown in this plot, the mass accretion rate is dominated by
the accretion at the surface of the thick disk.
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Figure 5. Radial velocity and rotational velocity profiles aver-
aged over the whole angles at 200 Myr. A stagnation radius rst
can be found at ∼ 0.1 rB in the top panel. Inflows occur inside rst
while outflows dominate outside rst. The dashed line represents
the sound speed in the top panel, and denotes the Keplerian ve-
locity in the bottom panel.
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tions (Shcherbakov et al. 2014; Generozov et al. 2015) with
the stagnation radius rst ∼ 0.1 rB (the top panel of Figure
5). Here the stagnation radius is defined by a radius where
volume-averaged radial velocity of the gas over the polar
direction equals zero. In comparison with one-dimensional
calculations, the gas flow can still move inward or outward
at the stagnation radius owing to the additional angular
structure. This is more plausible in the realistic environment
since gas at large radii is required to feed the central BH.
The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows that inside the stagna-
tion radius, the rotational velocity is a half of the Keplerian
velocity over the radius and the radial velocity tends to be
supersonic and comparable to the rotational velocity as the
radius decreases. Therefore, the flow is advection-dominated
and radiatively inefficient (shown as timescales in Figure 1)
during the accretion process, conforming to the standard
RIAF theory.
3.3 Fitting observational data
To compare our simulation results of density and temper-
ature with observations strictly, we should first extend our
two-dimensional simulations to three-dimension by rotating
around the axis, then conduct the projection along the line
of sight to acquire a circular region, which is divided into
several circular rings same as the observation and is calcu-
lated the simulated spectrum of the X-ray emission in each
ring, and finally fit the spectra by using the X-ray Spectral
Fitting Package (XSPEC) to obtain the projected density
and temperature profiles. However, since these procedures
are cumbersome and Wong et al. (2014) have already pro-
vided the deprojected density profile, we simply compare
our simulated density with observations directly and choose
surface brightness instead of temperature to be the second
and sufficient observational constraint.
Figure 6 plots radial density and surface brightness pro-
files at 200 Myr compared with observations. In the top
panel the solid line denotes the simulated density profile
averaged over the whole angles and the black dots repre-
sent the deprojected density profile using the single tem-
perature model in Wong et al. (2014). Red and green dots
represent the hot and cool component, respectively, of the
two-temperature model, which is preferred by the spectra
fittings with respect to the single temperature model. In
fact, Chandra observations of the nearby galaxy M87 (Rus-
sell et al. 2015) also find the multi-temperature structure
and the existence of Hα filaments is supported by the ob-
servations (Young et al. 2002; Sparks et al. 2004). Neverthe-
less, cooling is inefficient in our models because of the long
cooling timescale. We suspect this discrepancy is caused by
both our supernova feedback scheme that considers thermal
energy injection alone and our inadequate numerical resolu-
tion. Li et al. (2015) adopt the momentum-driven supernova
feedback model and find the multiphase medium is created
easily by performing high resolution hydrodynamical simula-
tions, in which the cooling radius of a supernova remnant is
resolved by approximately 12 cells. Hot bubbles produced by
supernovae can overlap and create the multiphase medium
there above the critical supernova rate. Yet this momentum
injection supernova feedback scheme of high resolution study
is apparently beyond the scope of this paper, thus we just
simply adopt the thermal injection method and focus on the
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Figure 6. The radial density and surface brightness profiles at
200 Myr compared with observations. In the top panel the solid
line denotes the simulated density profile averaged over the whole
angles and the black dots represent the deprojected density profile
using the single temperature model in Wong et al. (2014). Red and
green dots represent the hot and cool component, respectively, of
the two-temperature model. Vertical error bars are at the 90%
confidence level and horizontal bars indicate the radial binning
size. The bottom panel shows the projected surface brightness
profiles of the simulations (red dots) and the observations for the
hot gas (black dots with vertical error bars).
fittings to the hot component, of which the density and tem-
perature increase gently inward. In the bottom panel black
dots with vertical error bars represent the observations of
the surface brightness for the hot gas. Red dots denote our
simulated surface brightness after conducting the projection.
As shown in Figure 6, the density and surface brightness
profiles of our simulations agree well with the observations
of the hot component. The deviations in the region outside
10′′might be associated with the outer boundary condition.
We adopt the outflow boundary condition and thus ignore
the contribution from the stellar winds outside the simula-
tion region. Yet winds with the circularisation radius smaller
than the radius of the outer boundary would flow inward and
increase the density in the vicinity of the outer boundary,
thus causing the deviations there.
The best radial density and surface brightness fittings
are achieved at fq = 0.02 and vw,sn = 350 km s−1. These two
parameters are in charge of the density over the radius and
the temperature at large radii, respectively. We suppose that
our supernova injection scheme results in the small values of
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Table 1. Summary of the models.
Model Viscosity Stellar winds Stellar potential Supernovae Cooling Thermal conduction
Run A
√ √ × × × ×
Run B
√ √ √ × × ×
Run C
√ √ √ √ × ×
Run D
√ √ √ √ √ ×
Run E
√ √ √ √ √ √
Run Aa × √ × × × ×
Run Ab 0.1a
√ × × × ×
Run Ac 0.001
√ × × × ×
Run A1
√
0.5b × × × ×
Run A2
√
1 × × × ×
Run A3
√
1.5 × × × ×
Run A4
√
2 × × × ×
Run B1
√
0.5 0.5 × × ×
Run B2
√
1 1 × × ×
Run B3
√
1.5 1.5 × × ×
Run B4
√
2 2 × × ×
Run B10
√ × 0.5 × × ×
Run B20
√ × 1 × × ×
Run B30
√ × 1.5 × × ×
Run B40
√ × 2 × × ×
a The numbers in the column of viscosity mean the viscosity coefficient α.
b The numbers in the columns of stellar winds and potential represent the stellar density slope q, for which
ρ∗ ∝ r−q.
fq and vw,sn. In fact, the energy contributions from supernova
feedback should be larger than we adopt. Yet the tempera-
ture at large radii is sensitive to its value since we take the
feedback in the form of internal energy. Hence, the supernova
feedback would be stronger and produce more massive out-
flows if the momentum injection scheme is adopted (Kim &
Ostriker 2015). Correspondingly, fq would be larger. In ad-
dition, Kormendy & Richstone (1992) report an ellipticity of
ε ≈ 0.4 of the stellar mass distribution around the Bondi ra-
dius, implying shallower gravitational potential than that of
the spherical assumption in our models. This would increase
fq further as discussed in Shcherbakov et al. (2014).
3.4 Which process determines the density profile?
In this subsection, we aim to figure out the relative roles
of various physical processes in determining the density pro-
files well inside and around the Bondi radius. We start by the
simulations with stellar winds alone. Based on this simple
case, we explore the role of viscosity in the accretion of stellar
winds with moderate angular momentum. Then we add the
stellar gravitational potential, supernova explosions, cooling,
and thermal conduction in turn. The models are listed in Ta-
ble 1. We average the density along the polar direction first
concerning the snapshots between 190-200 Myr and then av-
erage over time to obtain smooth profiles. The radial density
and slope profiles of all these models are shown in Figure 7.
In Run E, the simulation returns to the best fitting model
mentioned above.
Run A considers stellar winds alone. Stellar winds pos-
sess relatively high angular momentum at large cylindrical
radii. The circularisation radius at the outer boundary of
the midplane is larger than the Bondi radius. Yet the angu-
lar momentum becomes low at small cylindrical radii, sug-
gesting that it decreases towards the poles at any radius. A
similar “funnel accretion” scenario can be found inside the
stagnation radius, which is rst ∼ 0.′′1, more than an order of
magnitude smaller than the Bondi radius. The density pro-
file conforms to the RIAF theory ρ ∝ r−p with p = 0.8 inside
the stagnation radius (Yuan et al. (2012a) find p = 0.85 in
the RIAF when α = 0.01).
To provide some insight into the effect of viscosity on
the radial density profile, we perform three simulations with
different α on the basis of Run A. The results are shown
in the top panel of Figure 8. Run Aa considers the stel-
lar wind accretion without viscosity. Inside the stagnation
radius, the accretion flow is much similar to the results in
Proga & Begelman (2003). Accretion dominates the polar
region due to the low angular momentum, whereas the ma-
terial that has too much angular momentum to be accreted
forms a thick torus near the equator as shown by the peak
of the olive green line. The thickness of the torus increases
with time owing to the accumulation of the accreting ma-
terials until the inflow and outflow reach a balance. Con-
sequently the accretion funnel becomes “thinner” and the
mass accretion rate decreases. This is consistent with Proga
& Begelman (2003) as they also find the mass accretion rate
is constrained by the size and shape of the torus. Run Ab
explores the accretion process with a small viscosity coeffi-
cient α = 0.001 shown as the dark cyan line. The materials
in the equator can be accreted with the assistance of the
angular momentum transfer, thus unlike Run Aa, the den-
sity increases with the decreasing radius. The density is still
higher than that in Run A due to less efficient angular mo-
mentum transport, but the slope is similar inside the stagna-
tion radius. By contrast, Run Ac considers a large viscosity
coefficient α = 0.1 shown as the purple line. The density
is generally lower than that of Run A since the accretion is
more violent when the angular momentum transport is more
efficient. Indeed, we find that the net accretion rate at the
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Figure 7. The top panel shows the radial density profiles of var-
ious models averaged over angles and time. The bottom panel
shows the density slope p as a function of radius for each model.
Models are listed in Table 1. Particularly, Run E is the best-fitting
model.
inner boundary is an order of magnitude higher than that of
Run A. The radial density profile tends to be steeper in the
inner region with p = 1.2, caused by the weaker convective
instability when the stress is stronger. This is also found
in many other simulations (Igumenshchev & Abramowicz
1999; Stone et al. 1999; Yuan et al. 2012a). The density of
all these four simulations with different α converge at large
radii, where the gas dynamics is dominated by the outflow.
Therefore, viscosity only has an effect during the accretion
process in the inner region.
The density profile of Run A becomes steep outside the
stagnation radius, suggesting the potential role of the stel-
lar winds in shaping the radial density profile. To further
investigate the role of stellar winds, we perform a set of sim-
ulations with the same setups as Run A but different stel-
lar density slopes listed in Table 1. The results are shown
in the middle panel of Figure 8. The stellar density is cal-
ibrated with the same enclosed stellar mass at the Bondi
radius, where the enclosed stellar mass should be compara-
ble to the BH mass. Within the Bondi radius, the domain
could be divided into two parts by density slopes bounded
at the stagnation radius. Inside this radius, which is shaded
by red, Run A1-A3 show the same density slope p = 0.8, yet
Run A4 possesses steeper density profile. This is because
the stellar winds injection from the inner shells ∝ 4pir2ρ∗
are equal to those from the outer shells if ρ∗ ∝ r−2. Conse-
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Figure 8. The radial density profiles of various models listed in
Table 1. The top two panels show the models with the stellar
winds alone, while the bottom panel shows the results of stellar
gravitational potential with (solid line) or without (dotted line)
stellar winds. In the bottom panel, the density profiles without
stellar winds are normalised to make a better comparison with the
profiles with stellar winds. The domain within the Bondi radius
consists of two regions shaded by red and purple, respectively.
They are bounded at the stagnation radius rst.
quently the injection timescale of the stellar winds is shorter
than the viscous timescale and gas density profile tends to
approximate to the stellar density distribution. Between the
stagnation radius and the Bondi radius, which is shaded by
purple, the theory of the RIAF may be not applicable, since
the gas flow is mainly outflow. The gas density profile in this
region is strongly affected by the stellar density slope. With
increasing stellar density slope q, the density profile of the
gas steepens.
Run B considers the contribution from stellar gravita-
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tional potential. With combined gravity, the potential well
turns deeper and gas density grows larger with a break ra-
dius around the Bondi radius. Correspondingly, the stagna-
tion radius rst ∼ 1′′ becomes larger as well. Compared with
Run A, the density profile inside the stagnation radius re-
mains flat with p = 0.8, yet the profile between 0.′′1− 1′′
becomes shallower. This can be explained by the RIAF in
the combined gravitational potential with shorter viscous
timescale than the injection timescale. Around the Bondi
radius, the profile transitions from a steep profile with p> 2
outside to p= 0.8 inside the Bondi radius smoothly. This sig-
nificantly differs from the case without stellar potential in
Run A, of which the profile transitions from p = 0.5 outside
to p = 1.5 across the Bondi radius. Wong et al. (2014) also
find the steepening of the density profile outside the Bondi
radius after considering the galactic potential on the Bondi
flow (their Figure 8), which is consistent with our results.
We also perform simulations Run B1-B4 to explore the
consequences under different potential profiles, and the re-
sults are presented as solid lines in the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 8. The stagnation radius of all the models is around 1′′
in spite of the minor differences. In the red-shaded region
the density slopes of the models with q > 1 are almost the
same as Run B. It is interesting to find that with stellar
potential the density profile of Run B4 inside 0.′′1 becomes
shallower compared with Run A4. This may be related to
the shorter viscous timescale than the injection timescale
with the assistance of the large enclosed stellar mass. In
the purple-shaded region the profiles of all the models gen-
erally become shallower. A simple explanation is given as
follows. Given the minor role of cooling, the adiabatic gas
flow produces ∇P/ρ ∝ r−p(γ−1)−1 with ρ ∝ r−p. The gravity
from stars is GMenc/r2 ∝ r−q+1 with ρ∗ ∝ r−q and the gravity
from the BH is GMBH/r2 ∝ r−2. The pressure gradient ∇P/ρ
is proportional to the combined gravity G(Menc +MBH)/r2 in
the steady state since the centrifugal force is a constant frac-
tion of the gravity in the RIAF. Hence in the region where
stellar potential works, the inclusion of the stellar gravity
yields a shallower gravity profile as long as q < 3. More-
over, a larger q results in a larger p to balance the gravity,
which is consistent with the one-dimensional calculations in
Quataert (2004). Outside the Bondi radius, all these four
models show the steepening of the density profiles. There-
fore, compared with stellar winds, the stellar potential has
a more significant influence on the density profile, especially
in the vicinity of the Bondi radius. Beyond the Bondi radius
a smooth transition can be found in the density profiles of
all the models.
To verify the dominant role of stellar potential,
Run B10-B40 ignore the contribution of stellar winds on
the basis of Run B1-B4, respectively. The density profiles
are normalised to fit the profiles of Run B1-B4 in the red-
shaded area. By comparing the density profiles of Run B10-
B40 with those of Run B1-B4, we find the stellar winds tend
to steepen the profiles in the purple-shaded region except in
Run B1, yet the differences between them are trivial, im-
plying the dominant role of stellar potential in shaping the
radial density profiles of the hot gas flow.
Run C adds supernovae into the simulation. With little
variation in the radial density profile, supernova feedback
raises the temperature at large radii where it becomes more
important based on the timescale analysis.
Run D incorporates cooling in the simulation. The tem-
perature decreases gently as expected, while the density in-
creases correspondingly. Yet the density profile inside the
Bondi radius varies little, which is consistent with the inef-
ficiency of cooling in the RIAF.
In the end, Run E includes thermal conduction and the
simulation returns back to our best-fitting model. Because
the energy flux is transported outward though thermal con-
duction, the temperature profile turns shallower and the gas
density becomes lower correspondingly due to the stronger
mass outflow, thus resulting in the lower mass accretion
rate into the centre. The result is consistent with the one-
dimensional calculations in Shcherbakov et al. (2014) that
find the density in advective models is larger than that in
conductive models. With regard to the density profile in-
side the Bondi radius, the profile steepens inside 0.′′1. This
is possibly unphysical because the unsaturated thermal con-
duction produces much stronger heat flux than it should be
under saturation. Beyond the Bondi radius, the profile be-
comes shallower due to the relative importance of thermal
conduction at large radii as indicated by Figure 1.
In a summary, we find that stellar potential is the dom-
inant process in determining the density profile around the
Bondi radius, where the profile transitions smoothly from
the slope p> 1 to p< 1. Viscosity has an effect in the central
region, while thermal conduction plays a role in flattening
the profile outside the Bondi radius. Note that we do not
focus on the difference of the density slope at exactly the
Bondi radius, because it has large uncertainties considering
the range of the Bondi radius and the parameters we choose
due to the resolution of the observations.
3.5 Comparisons with one-dimensional results
Shcherbakov et al. (2014) have conducted one-dimensional
calculations on the same source with the similar model. The
major difference between our works is the treatment of an-
gular momentum transport. We take advantage of the ad-
ditional dimension to account for the angular momentum
transfer in our simulations, whereas they simply treat the
angular momentum transport as a posteriori. However, a
general consistency is found between our results. Averaging
over the whole angles, our simulations show a characteristic
radius where the averaged radial velocity is zero. This radius
is quite similar to the stagnation radius in one-dimensional
calculations, and they both are of the value rst ∼ 0.1 rB.
The angle-averaged density and temperature agree with one-
dimensional calculations as well, since we aim to fit the ob-
servational data.
In spite of these similarities, the angular profiles of these
properties in two-dimensional simulations reveal a totally
different accretion pattern. Within the stagnation radius,
winds are mainly accreted in the polar region due to the
low angular momentum there, whereas materials with high
angular momentum in the midplane become outflow or con-
vection, since the angular momentum of the stellar winds
at a given radius decreases towards the pole. This “funnel”
accretion scenario is also found in other simulations with
spherical-like distribution of rotationally accreting material
(Proga & Begelman 2003; Ressler et al. 2018). The den-
sity and temperature at the equatorial plane are relatively
higher than those in the polar region, thus producing the
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highest mass accretion rate at the boundary of polar and
disk regions. Therefore the accretion pattern of the two-
dimensional simulations is totally different from the inflow-
outflow structure in the one-dimensional calculations. An-
other difference between our results is that the parameters
of our best-fitting model fq and vw,sn are generally smaller
than those in one-dimensional calculations. The smaller fq
can be explained by three reasons. First, we adopt twice
higher BH mass, which results in deeper gravitational po-
tential that allows for more massive gas reservoir. Thus fq
should be smaller to achieve the observational gas density.
Second, our outer boundary is set at 17′′, which is larger
than the radius of one-dimensional outer boundary 12′′. The
larger outer boundary causes the mass injection rate by stel-
lar winds to increase by 50 per cent. Since stellar winds are
the only mass source in our models, a smaller fq is required
to cancel out this extra mass injection. Third, a smaller vw,sn
could also lead to a smaller fq due to less efficient heating by
supernova explosions. The smaller vw,sn is constrained by the
temperature at large radii, especially the temperature be-
tween 10′′and 20′′, which is not fitted in the one-dimensional
calculations.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we perform simulations with various physical
processes on the hot gas flow around the Bondi radius in the
LLAGN NGC 3115, extending the previous one-dimensional
calculations to two-dimension. Along the same lines as one-
dimensional models, we obtain the properties of the nuclear
star cluster from observations. We consider the mass, energy,
and angular momentum injection from stellar winds and the
energy contribution from supernova explosions. The physi-
cal processes are incorporated including gravitational pull
by the enclosed stellar mass, radiative cooling, and thermal
conduction. The best fittings of density and temperature are
achieved at fq = 0.02 and vw,sn = 350 km s−1, which control
the mass loss rate of stars and energy injection of Type Ia
supernovae, respectively, and agree generally well with the
observations of Chandra.
Observations suggest that the density slope p around
the Bondi radius is p∼ 1, which deviates from the simulation
results about the RIAF. Our simulations find that the theory
of RIAF applies inside the stagnation radius rst ∼ 0.1 rB and
p ∼ 0.8. This radius satisfies that the angle-averaged radial
velocity equals zero. Outside this radius outflow becomes
significant. The density profile tends to be steep as the ra-
dius goes outward, producing the density slope p∼ 1 around
the Bondi radius. After exploring the role of each physical
process by performing a set of simulations, we find that it
is stellar potential that mainly determines the density slope
around the Bondi radius. In addition, thermal conduction
also plays a role in flattening the profile outside the Bondi
radius.
Our simulation models are based on the one-
dimensional work by Shcherbakov et al. (2014). After aver-
aging the whole angles, the properties of the hot gas, such as
density, temperature, and radial velocity, are quite similar to
their one-dimensional results. Considering angular momen-
tum, however, their angular profiles exhibit the distinctions
and features of two-dimensional simulations inside the stag-
nation radius. We find the gas in the polar regions is accreted
directly without the assistance of angular momentum trans-
fer, and flows outward within the thick disk, of which the
opening angle is ∼ 120◦. It is worth noting that the mass
accretion rate at the inner boundary is dominated by the
accretion at the surface the disk, and viscosity still plays an
important role in the accretion process.
At the end of this paper, we acknowledge that there are
several limitations in our work that may affect the fittings to
the observations and could be improved in the future. First,
we assume zero ellipticity ε = 0 of the stellar distribution
for simplicity, which results in deeper gravitational poten-
tial than that of ε ∼ 0.4 suggested by Kormendy & Rich-
stone (1992). Deeper gravitational potential leads to higher
density and temperature of the gas flow. Therefore, both fq
and vW,sn should be larger after considering a non-zero el-
lipticity. Second, we do not consider inflow from the outer
boundary, which may underestimate the density around the
outer boundary. Third, we inject supernova feedback as a
pure thermal energy injection, which might result in over-
heating and less turbulence. Both fq and vW,sn should be
larger as well if a more realistic supernova feedback scheme
is adopted. In this work we do not focus on the influences
of supernovae on the hot gas flow around the Bondi ra-
dius, and the conclusions on the radial density profile do
not vary qualitatively with these caveats. It is interesting to
use three-dimensional simulations with inflow and a realistic
supernova feedback scheme to study the growth of thermal
instability and formation of cold filaments in the context of
the nearby galactic nucleus, so that simulation results can
be compared to observations directly.
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